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22940
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Westfield 20525
catalysts for change, case studies
22931
Challenger disaster 9
change
assessing/identifying the need for
3940
commitment of leaders 246
definitions 6

different types of 5
reasons for 5
change drivers see drivers of change;
key drivers of change
change management plan
development 405
implementation 45
monitoring progress 46
change planning matrix 425
change process
criteria for success 223
measurement instruments 25
measuring the results of change 235
nature of successful change 223
change process phases 1822
Kurt Lewin’s model 1920
Management Systems model 19,
202
change typology matrix 15, 16
American Express (AMEX)
example 1518
application to case studies 2323,
234
charismatic leadership 4950
Clif Bar 38
communication about change
continual 2445
use of “symbols” 244
compound change 16, 18
contingency planning 32
control/performance management
system 334
core strategy 28
corporate culture, development and
management 34 see also culture;
organizational culture
costs, and resistance to organizational
change 78
Countrywide Financial Corporation
(case study) 6985
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Index
background and company history 70
catalyst for change 701
challenges associated with growth 71
changes in the competitive
environment 701
transition to professional
management 71
Countrywide Financial Corporation
strategic planning (case study)
adopting a common planning
template 768
benefits from the new planning
process 803, 84
case for long-term planning 712
change of business name 812
changes in the business foundation
80, 812
external validation of planning
practice 823
financial impact of new approach
83, 84
goals for new planning methodology
74
growth performance 83, 84
issues of “linkage” and
“follow-through” 79
key result areas 778
Kurland, Stan 69, 72, 73, 75, 85
leadership of the planning
process 76
monitoring progress throughout the
organization 80
new approach 7480
performance rankings achieved
83, 84
priority objectives 78, 79
Pyramid of Organizational
DevelopmentÔ analysis 723,
768
resources to support planning 75
restructuring the planning process 76
senior management commitment
745
shareholder returns achieved 83, 84
shortcomings of the “old” planning
process 734
strategic planning process 768
template for organizational
assessment and development
723
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driver of change 523, 589
focus in case studies 2423
see also corporate culture;
organizational culture
data-based change 645
Dedrich’s coffee 38
Deming philosophy, 1578, 165
Disney 7
drivers of change
case studies 22931
culture 523, 589
see also key drivers of change
duration of change, case studies 2338
Eastman Kodak 7
employee involvement in change
2456
focus of change 1314
Gerstner, Louis 89, 4950
see also IBM
Golub, Harvey 1518, 245
group- and individual-level resistance
to change 89
groupthink, influence on
organizational change 9
Growing Pains SurveyÓ 25
IndyMac Bank 1445
Hewlett-Packard 7
Iacocca, Lee 4950
IBM 7, 89
incremental change 11
Indian Oil Corporation 1011
Indian Oil Corporation (case study)
99122
barriers to the change process
11819
changing the corporate strategic
vision 1068
competitive environmental changes
104
continuing challenges 121
customer service initiatives 11316
direct sales marketing initiatives
11718
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Indian Oil Corporation (case study)
(cont.)
economic changes from 1991 1035
government restrictions 105
growth phase 101
identifying leaders for leadership
positions 10910
leadership of the marketing division
108
leading the changes (19912003)
1068
leading the changes (20036)
10818
loss of talent to competitors 1045
loss of virtual monopoly 104
market conditions from 1991 104
need for fundamental change 1056
organizational changes (20036)
10918
organizational restructuring
(19956) 1078
organizational restructuring (2003)
109
origins 1001
pre-1991 external environment
1012
pre-1991 organizational (internal)
situation 1023
results of change efforts 11921
retail sector marketing initiatives
11617
strategic HR initiatives 11013
strategic marketing initiatives
11318
IndyMac Bank (case study) 13654
building the management team 138
change to self-management (1997)
1389
company overview 136
competitive advantage in technology
1378
conversion from a real estate
investment trust (REIT) to a
bank 13940
culture management 138, 14854
development (19932003) 13740
development (2003 onwards) 1402
early beginnings 137
impact of global liquidity crisis
(1998) 139
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IndyMac Consumer Bank 140
IndyMac Mortgage Bank 140
Investment Portfolio Group 140
Organizational Effectiveness
SurveyÓ 141, 1445
organizational structure 140
Perry, Michael 137, 138, 1401,
142, 1489, 153, 154
Pyramid of Organizational
DevelopmentÔ assessment 141
real estate investment trust (REIT)
status 137, 13940
role of Management Systems
Consulting Corporation 1402
strategic planning systems
development 1428
IndyMac Bank culture management
(case study) 138, 14854
communication of shared values
1534
culture-building initiatives 1534
culture survey 1513
review of company values 1489,
150
testing acceptance of proposed
values 1513
IndyMac Bank strategic planning
(case study) 1428
business definition 1456
business foundation 1457
core strategy 1467, 148
corporate strategic planning
1427
environmental scan 144
external analysis 144
Growing Pains SurveyÓ 1445
key result areas (KRAs) and
objectives 147
organizational assessment 1445
Organizational Effectiveness
SurveyÓ 141, 1445
strategic mission statement 146
subunit planning 147
Infogix 910
Infogix (case study) 15567
adoption and impact of the Deming
philosophy 1578, 165
business definition 1613
business foundation 1613
catalyst for strategic change 160
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changing the strategic direction
1613
company background 156
company origins 1567
core strategy 1613
cultural issues in transformation 165
development of measurements for
objectives 1645
growth and development 15760
Nayar, Madhavan 155, 156, 159,
160, 163
organizational transformation
1601
performance optimization system
1635
Pyramid of Organizational
DevelopmentÔ analysis 161
results of transformation to
professional management 1657
strategic planning for transformation
1601
strategic vision 1613
transformation to professional
management 1637
integrative framework for leading
change 13
integrative framework research
actionable model for planning and
managing change 24850
framework as a whole and its
components 2501
leadership capabilities 250, 251
taking the model forward 24751
theoretical concepts/frameworks for
managing change 2478
Jobs, Steven 4950
Johnson & Johnson 7, 13
K-mart 368
key drivers of change 506
role of the “leadership molecule”
602, 63
skills needed to deploy 5760
utilizing 602, 63
see also drivers of change
Kurland, Stan see Countrywide
Financial Corporation
Kurt Lewin’s model of the change
process 1920
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leadership
and charisma 4950
characteristics required to create
change 4950
“heroic” leaders 4950
leadership capabilities 5660
deploying the culture driver 589
deploying the operations driver
5960
deploying the systems driver 59
deploying the visioning driver 58
future research 250, 251
leader mindset or psychology (inner
game) 57
nature of the leadership role 57
organizational development skills
5760
technical knowledge and
expertise 59
“leadership molecule”
consequences of lack of 612, 63
nature of 60
need for 60
Starbucks (illustration) 601, 62
utilizing the key drivers of change
602, 63
leadership of change
culture 523
key drivers of change 506
operations 556
systems 535
VCSO theory 50, 51
vision 502
leadership team
consequences of lack of 612, 63
“leadership molecule” 60
need for 60
Starbucks (illustration) 601, 62
utilizing the key drivers of change
602, 63
versus single leader (case studies)
2402
leading change lessons from case
studies 2406
commitment to change 246
communicate and reinforce change
using “symbols” 244
communicate continually about the
change process 2445
focus on culture 2423
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leading change lessons from case
studies (cont.)
focus on management systems
2423
investment of resources in the change
process 245
maximize employee involvement
2456
multiple roles in leading change
2402
resources required for change 245
single leader versus leadership team
2402
stay the course 246
use of outside expertise 245
use “symbols” to help understanding
of change 244
leading strategic and organizational
change, integrative framework
13
Lewin, Kurt, model of the change
process 1920
Lowy, Frank see Westﬁeld
Lowy, Peter see Westﬁeld
magnitude (scale) of change 1113
major change 1112
management/leadership development
33
management systems development
324
case studies 2423
control/performance management
system 334
management development 33
organizational structure 33
planning system 32
Management Systems model 19,
202
phase 1  planning 201
phase 2  getting started 21
phase 3  letting go 21
phase 4  completion 21
managing change theory, future
research 2478
market niche 29
market segment, identifying 2930
McGee, Michael see Pardee Homes
measuring the results of
change 235
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measurement instruments 25
Met-rex 38
Microsoft 29, 38
multiple roles in leading change, case
studies 2402
Nayar, Madhavan 9–10 see also
Infogix
Netscape 38
Neutrogena 1314
objectives of the change process, case
studies 2312
operational change 1314
operational planning 32
operational systems development 312
operations, driver of change 556,
5960
organizational change 611
barriers to change 69, 10
definitions of change 6
group- and individual-level
resistance 89
inertia caused by extended success 7
influence of groupthink 9
influence of historical values and
norms 7
influence of organizational culture
7, 8
proactive change 910
reactive change 1011
resistance caused by costs and risks
78
resistance caused by culture of
blame 8
transformational change 6
why it is resisted 69, 10
organizational culture, influence on
organizational change 7, 8 see also
culture; corporate culture
Organizational Effectiveness
SurveyÓ 25
IndyMac Bank 141, 1445
organizational level of change 14
organizational structure 33
outside expertise, use of 245
Pardee Homes (case study) 16887
articulation of cultural principles
1823
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catalyst for change (2000) 1767
change process and initiatives
(20004) 17784
changes in department head roles
1812
changes in team leader roles 182
company description and history
1689
culture management and leadership
style 17880
development of professional
management systems 16972
development of supporting systems
182
divisional structure 184, 185
expanding the senior leadership team
1778
functional structure 1734
growth and transition (19926)
172
growth and transition (19962000)
1726
leadership of change 177
lessons from the change process 186
limitations on the change process
186
matrix organization structure 174,
1756
McGee, Michael 176, 17780, 183,
184, 186
organizational assessment 16970
proposed changes and company
response 1702
regional cross-functional teams
structure 1746
regionalization of project teams
1801
results of change 1856
Struck, Hal 176, 1779, 180, 186
structural change (20004) 176,
1804
structural change (2005) 184, 185
team incentive compensation 183
team participation in planning
1834
participation, role of in change 634
PepsiCo 1314
performance management system
334
Perry, Michael see IndyMac Bank
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planning, importance in leading
change 66
planning and implementing change
model
business foundation 278
empirical support for the model 36,
37
future research on actionable model
24850
implications for organizational
competition 368
key components 2634
model as a whole 346
practical application 3846
Pyramid of Organizational
DevelopmentÔ 346
six key strategic building blocks
2834, 36, 37
see also Pyramid of Organizational
DevelopmentÔ analysis
planning system 32
PowerBar 38
proactive change 910
productization 30
“pseudo-participation” 64
purpose of the change process, case
studies 2312
Pyramid of Organizational
DevelopmentÔ
assessing/identifying the need for
change 3940
barriers to change 45
business foundation 278
change management plan
development 405
change planning matrix 425
empirical support for 36, 37
implementation of the plan 45
implications for organizational
competition 368
key components 2634
model as a whole 346
monitoring progress against the
plan 46
preparing for resistance to
change 45
strategic building blocks 2834,
36, 37
use in planning and managing
change 3846
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Pyramid of Organizational
DevelopmentÔ analysis
Countrywide Financial Corporation
723, 768
IndyMac Bank 141
Infogix 161
Stan Tashman and Associates 1289
Starbucks Coffee Company 927
reactive change 1011
research on leading change
creating buy-in 626
data-based change 645
importance of planning 66
risks of “pseudo-participation” 64
role of participation in change 634
research on the integrative framework
actionable model for planning and
managing change 24850
framework as a whole and its
components 2501
leadership capabilities 250, 251
taking the model forward 24751
theoretical concepts/frameworks for
managing change 2478
resistance to change 69, 10
group- and individual-level 89
preparing for 45
risk 78
see also barriers to change
resources required by an
organization 31
resources required for change 245
Reuters 38
risk, and resistance to organizational
change 78
Saunders, John see Westﬁeld
Schultz, Howard 910, 4950
Starbucks leadership team 601, 62
see also Starbucks Coffee Company
single leader versus leadership team,
case studies 2402
Stan Tashman and Associates 1011
Stan Tashman and Associates (case
study) 12335
accountability for performance
1335
adding a servicing function 125
changes in industry dynamics 1278
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changes in industry structure 1256
company background 1235
creation of the leadership molecule
1267
expanding the management team
1267
future challenges and opportunities
135
impact of “Big Box” retailers 1256
investing in people 1312
investing in technology and systems
1323
meeting and exceeding customer
expectations 1335
organizational response to industry
changes 1289
Pyramid of Organizational
DevelopmentÔ analysis 1289
raising performance to a new level
12935
reset business 135
Tashman, Rich 124, 1267, 128,
134
Tashman, Stan 1234, 125, 1267
Starbucks Coffee Company 910, 28,
38
Starbucks Coffee Company (case study)
8698
building the leadership team 8990
building the organizational
infrastructure 912
business foundation 924
company origins 87
crisis period during development
901
culture and culture management
956
deconstructing Starbucks’ success
927
growth in size and revenues
(19982006) 978
guiding principles 956
Howard Schultz’s beliefs 967
Howard Schultz’s vision 889,
924
identification of the market 94
identification of the product 94
key events and phases in
development 8892
leadership team 8990
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management systems 95
Pyramid of Organizational
DevelopmentÔ analysis 927
resources and operational systems
945
resources required to scale up 934,
95
results of building Starbucks 978
strategic mission 924
vision for Starbucks’ transformation
889, 924
strategic building blocks 2834, 36, 37
acquiring resources 31
corporate culture development and
management 34
development of products and
services 30
empirical support for 36, 37
identification of market segment and
niche 2930
management systems development
324
operational systems development
312
productization 30
strategic change 1314
strategic change insights from case
studies 22940
barriers to change 23840
catalysts for change 22931
drivers of change 22931
duration of change 2338
nature of change 22940
objectives of the change process
2312
purposes of the change process
2312
timescale for the change process
2338
types of change 2323, 234
strategic mission 28
strategic planning 32
Struck, Hal see Pardee Homes
success, and organizational
change 7
systems, driver of change 535, 59
Taco Bell 1314
Tashman, Rich see Stan Tashman and
Associates
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Tashman, Stan see Stan Tashman and
Associates
Tata Steel 1011
Tata Steel (case study) 188204
approach to downsizing 1946
business concept 18990
communicating the new vision/
culture 198201
company history 18991
crafting the new cultural vision
1978
employee separation schemes
1937
employment practices and
technological change 1913
environmental change (1990s)
1913
growth of Tata Steel 190
new core values 198
new operational systems 2012
new strategic vision for change
2034
organizational and systems changes
2013
organizational responses to
environmental change 1937
producer’s or seller’s market
(pre-1990s) 1901
quality circles 2023
results of changes (the Tata miracle)
2034
results of separation schemes
1967
role of the individual in the new
cultural vision 2001
technological change and
employment practices 1913
total operational performance
initiative 202
transformation to lowest-cost
producer 203
vision and culture changes
197201
timescale for the change process, case
studies 2338
transformational change 6, 1213
types of change, case studies 2323,
234
typology for change 1118
change typology matrix 15, 16
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typology for change (cont.)
change typology matrix example
(American Express  AMEX)
1518
compound change 16, 18
focus of change 1314
incremental change 11
magnitude (scale) of change
1113
major change 1112
operational change 1314
organizational level of change 14
strategic change 1314
transformational change 1213
values and norms, influence on
organizational change 7
VCSO theory 50, 51
vision, driver of change 502, 58
Wal-Mart 7, 368
Welch, Jack 4950
Westfield 1314
Westfield (case study) 20525
avoiding financial complacency 225
avoiding “the Midas syndrome” 225
becoming a global company
(2001present) 21921
change in ownership (1984) 210
company history and background
2068
diversification outside the industry
(19859) 21115
educational value of going it alone
225
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entry into the European market 221
entry into the UK market 221
entry into the US market 20811
expansion and diversification
(1972present) 20821
extreme due diligence formula
21719, 225
financial restructuring (1979) 210
future global strategy 221
growth and expansion (196171)
208
incremental approach to growth and
investment 2223, 2245
industry consolidation (19892000)
21619
lessons from Channel Ten failure
21315
lessons from experience in
diversification 2225
Lowy, Frank 205, 20610, 21117,
219, 223, 225
Lowy, Peter 205, 209, 210, 21120,
221, 222, 223, 224, 225
managing failure 21415
personal involvement in strategic due
diligence 2234
planning growth and strategic
change 224
purchase of Channel Ten network
21115
restructuring as a global business 220
Saunders, John 2068, 210
shares performance 21011
shopping center industry pioneers
(195660) 2067
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